
Form3 has burst onto the FinTech scene and gone through large success, coined by 

growth. Form3 is a fully managed payment technology service, combining a powerful AWS 

cloud processing platform, multiple-scheme payment gateways and a fully managed 

service model.

Form3 realised that with growth comes increased cloud costs, something they wanted to 

ensure would be kept to a minimum. 

Challenge

Form3 had been using credits directly from the 
cloud provider to off -set a large amount of their 
cloud bill. However, the nature of credits 
provided from the cloud providers is that this 
off ering runs out and Form3 was in a position 
where their cloud costs were increasing. 

Form3 was also unsure of what their cloud 
infrastructure was likely to look like in 6-12 
months time. This made it diffi  cult for Form3 to 
procure their cloud resources directly with the 
cloud providers, due to strict fi nance and 
contractual terms.

Form3
Form3 was seeking cost-saving 
techniques during a time of 
signifi cant growth.
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We unlocked unique 
savings across a range of 
services for Form3

Form3 grew their usage 
by 145%, accounts by 
50% and services used 
by 12%

We provided fl exible 
commitments to suit 
Form3’s business 
requirements



 Get more value from your cloud. Visit strategic-blue.com

Strategic Blue fully understood 

our requirements and provided 

the level of flexibility and  

business agility we needed to 

scale as and when service  

demanded. We can count on our 

partner Strategic Blue.

Steve Cook, CTO, Form3

Solution

Through meetings between Form3 and Strategic 
Blue, it became clear that Form3 wouldn’t be 
able to forecast their cloud usage over the next 
1-3 years. 

Instead, Strategic Blue found out about their  
projects over the next 6-12 months and put 
together an appropriate commitments proposal 
that gave Form3 the savings they were seeking, 
as well as the flexibility required for their  
agile growth.  
 
Form3 required a somewhat unusual committed 
usage length. Their compute required flexible 
commitments with competitive savings, whilst 
the databases required a short-term commitment 
length because Form3 is likely to turn these off in 
6 months. 

Form3 was honest with their requirements to 
Strategic Blue, and this allowed Strategic Blue to 
use their sophisticated resell and financial  
intermediary to find a way for Form3 to enjoy the 
flexibility required with significant  
savings gained.

Results

Strategic Blue facilitated a flexible 12-month 
compute commitment, allowing Form3 to change 
fluidly with their growth and a 6-month database 
commitment, unlocking savings that wouldn’t be 
available directly to the cloud vendor. 

Thanks to the flexible commitments put in place, 
Form3 saved circa 25% off the on-demand costs 
over the next 12 months.

Get more value from your cloud  
with Strategic Blue 

Cloud procurement and FinOps specialists focusing on three 

key areas which help you to:

Buy cloud your way Understand your cloud usage Optimise your cloud costs

Find out how much you could save! 

+44 203 872 2583
sales@strategic-blue.com


